After seven successful years, CHABS is now overwhelming London for the eleventh time to
help raise funds for the Cancel Cancer Africa UK Charity. This edition themed ‘Defining your
Dreams’ will feature the launch of the Harvey Price gold range collection with Born Anxious
and the Ronnie J Collections shoe and dream clothing range.
On the 12th of March, fifteen (15) creatives will be introducing their new collections for 2022,
at the London Hilton Hotel Canary Wharf. Cancel Cancer Africa is thrilled to be bringing
together an array of local and international designers for this two-segment engagement at 11
am and 6 pm respectively.
We are very pleased about this latest collaboration with Born Anxious (UK), DGV Styles
(Nigeria), Athea Couture (Milan), Ethnicroyals (UK), Dear Princess (Philippines), Girls 4 Girls
(Poland), Vermelho Rose (UK), Nana Noo Nah (UK), Beads for Mama (Switzerland), Anthi G
(UK), Just Me Jolina (UK), Korn Taylor (Milan) and Royal Vogue (UK).
CHABS London stands for 'Creative Health and Beauty', built around love for one another,
bravery to follow your dreams and contemporary innovations – an immaculate harmony of
fashion and beauty.
Whilst planning this year's theme, we focused on challenging ourselves to reach the best of
our creative side. We believe that must all push ourselves to new level in 2022, to allow our
passion to unfold, the fears disappear and the ability to dream take over us all.
Twice a year, CHABS with over one hundred volunteers, selflessly work hard to raise funds for
Cancel Cancer Africa. These funds help us deliver our free local health care services as well as
fund the building of the new community health centre in rural Africa.

All showcased outfits are available for purchase directly or online at the designer's online
pages. CHABS London will be collaborating with various amazing makeup and hairstylist to
help deliver a stunning show.
CHABS London has grown to become a very popular platform and has already established
itself in London, Italy and Switzerland as a platform with hard-working principles of making
dreams come true.
The secret of our success is in giving people opportunities to showcase their gifts while driving
to be the best we can be always. Over the years we have seen many talented creatives grow
and this makes us very proud. Consequently, this season, we have an amazing collection of
creatives that have challenged themselves to lift the lid off the march 12th event. It's going
to be electric.
Our collaboration with fifteen amazing designers is a perfect symbiosis. They have an
exceptionally multifarious and high-quality range of garments; therefore, we can take full
benefit of it.
The CCA Team headed by Ronnie Jacobs is looking forward to welcoming you to come be part
of this amazing experience while supporting Cancel cancer Africa.
Together, there is nothing that we cannot achieve.
Tickets and more information at www.chabs.uk
Email contact at events@cancelcancerafrica.org

